
Sulzer Chemtech is a globally active business. At its various signifi -
cant locations, it wants to access globally harmonised HR processes 
in SAP, as well as being able to consider local processes and country-
specifi c circumstances regarding payroll and time management. 
Furthermore, the ongoing work with SAP HR should succeed 
through a single supplier.

             Defi nition, implementation, and ongoing expansion of global 
               HR templates, as well as reports based on them (CH, CN, SG, 
               IN, US, TW, DE)
             Implementation and rollout of various SAP HR functionalities 
               (ESS & MSS, Workplace Health Management, etc.)
                 Local support from HR departments in various countries (DE, 
               EN, CN)

             One service provider for all SAP HR themes, across countries 
               and cultures
              Increased transparency through the representation of global 
              and local processes in SAP Standard
             Access to up-to-date external know-how and “Best-Practice” 
              approaches from other businesses

Year-long support for the entire SAP HR and the realization of diverse 
SAP HR projects (duration between 1-6 months). Regular on-site ap-
pointments (Zurich, St. Gallen, Shanghai). Remote 70%, On-site 30%.

Successive introduction of ELM in Switzerland as well as global intro-
duction of structural authorizations.
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„Around the clock, around the globe, for projects as well as support 
– we always know that we can fully rely on the expertise and eff orts 
of HCM ADVICE. Executing projects with HCM ADVICE is a pleasure 
– very competent and passionate consultants with a high-service 
dedication, always going the extra-mile for us and making our proj-
ects a full success.“
Tina Mühlebach, Head of HR Switzerland, Sulzer Chemtech AG, Switzerland

Want to discover more? We look forward to your call on +43 1 236 431 236 
(Mr Berthold) or your email to berthold@hcm-advice.com.
1010 VIENNA | STEPHANSPLATZ 10 | FLOOR 3  
T +43 1 236 431 2 | OFFICE@HCM-ADVICE.COM | WWW.HCM-ADVICE.COM

A LONG-TERM PARTNERSHIP!
A successful partnership between Sulzer and HCM ADVICE!


